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Modern Electric Tubes 
BY H. GERNSBACK. 

(Concluded.) 

Puluj's Tubes. 
Dr. T. Puluj, of the Vienna Univer-

sity, thinks that only by observing dis-
charges passing through tubes con-
taining rarefied gases, can we learn 
more about the mystery of electricity. 

- 417 

Fig. 24 

Dr. Puluj's reasoning seems correct, 
as we have learned more about electricity 
through the study of vacuum tubes than 
possibly through any other apparatus. 
It is safe to predict, that if we shall 

ever know what electricity is, this 
knowledge shall probably be imparted to 
us through the medium of a vacuum, or 
some other, yet to be invented, tube. 
Dr. Puluj devoted a great deal of 

thought to the phosphorescence in vac-
uum tubes and also invented some quite 
interesting tubes. 
Fig. 24 shows one of these tubes. It 

was constructed to demonstrate the heat 
radiation in a thin mica foil. 

No. 6. 

A thin mica foil is placed in the centre 
of the tube. On one side of same a con-
cave electrode is arranged as shown in 
illustration. The reverse side of the foil, 
(away from the concave electrode) is 
coated with a film of chalk. This side 
faces another plane electrode.  If same 
is used as the negative pole, the chalk film 
is bombarded broadside by the rays and 
gives forth a vivid, orange-colored phos-
phorescence. 
If, however, the concave electrode is 

made negative now and the chalk film is 
observed, one sees first a very light phos-
phorescing spot, which, after a few sec-
onds, makes place to a perfect ring of 
light, growing larger and larger. 

Fig. 25 

If at this stage the induction coil i's 
stopped, a small phosphorescing spot re-
mains on the foil for a few seconds. 
Fig. 25 shows Puluj's phosphorescence 

lamp. It is made as follows: 
An elliptical piece of mica foil is placed 

obliquely in the lamp. Below an alumi-
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num disc is fastened, to act as cathode, 
while above a very small square alumi-
num foil forms the anode. 
The mica foil facing the cathode is 

coated with calcium sulfite. 
If operated this lamp gives quite a 

strong light which has a somewhat green-
ish hue. It is strong enough to light up 

Fig. 26 

a room and it is possible to read a paper 
a foot away from it. 
The light, of course, is intermittent, 

but as the breaks on the coil interrupter 
follow each other with great rapidity, the 
eye gets the impression that the light is 
continuous. 
That this is really not the case may be 

demonstrated by standing not too far 
away from the lamp and moving any ob-
ject in quick succession back and for-
ward. The object in that case will ap-
pear multiplied a great many times. The 
quicker the interruptions of the coil are, 
the more objects the eye seems to see. 

Fig. 27. 

This experiment may be tried with suc-
cess with an ordinary Geissler tube in a 
darkened room. 
Fig. 26 demonstrates the electrical 

shadow in connection with the phosphor-
escence on the glass walls. 

The double centre electrode is of alu-
minum, while to the right another elec-
trode is stationed.  It is made of mica 
and has a star cut out of it. The 
left electrode is cut in shape of a star 
and also made of mica. 
As soon as the tube is operated, the 

left electrode casts a dark star on the 
light background, while the right elec-
trode casts a white star on the black 
background. 

Tesla Tubes. 
The most wonderful of all tubes, how-

ever, are the Tesla tubes.  To operate 
same the usual induction coil, which 
must be used with all the preceding tubes, 
is of no value.  Only high frequency 
currents of an extremely high potential 
—running up into millions of volts—can 
be used with these tubes, and it may be 
stated right here, that such currents, de-
spite the remarkable high voltage, are 
quite harmless and the operator may let 

Fig 28. 

the full charge pass through his body 
unharmed. 
This is one of the many seeming para-

dox of Tesla currents, the answer to the 
problem being, that such currents pro-
duce the so-called "skin effect"; that is, 
they will not enter the body itself, but 
will run along the skin, no shock of any 
sort being felt. 
As the Tesla coil is described else-

where in this issue, and as this article 
only deals with tubes, the writer will give 
a description of the Tesla tubes below. 
These tubes distinguish themselves 

from all others, that they either have only 
one leading-in wire and one electrode, or 
no leading-in wire, and some of these 

• 
• 

• 
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tubes do not even possess an electrode 
of any kind, nor have some of them any 
metal whatsoever in connection with the 
tube. 
The radical departure in these tubes 

is to be attributed to the peculiar effect 
of the high frequency currents, which 
pass glass as easily, as light or magne-
tism. 

Fig. 20 

In fact, these currents come very near 
to light, and it will be only a matter of 
a few years when we shall see electricity 
transformed into light directly. 
The theory is that light is composed 

of the vibrations of the ether.  The 
wave-length of the visible light rays is 
0.00005 centimeters (1 meter=100 cen-
timeters), while the fastest electrical vi-
bration yet discovered is 30 centimeters, 
or 600,000 times longer than the light-
wave. 

ME 

Fig 30 

Ordinary light rays follow each other 
from 4,000-7,000 billion times per sec-
ond, while the quickest electrical waves 

follow each other not faster than 6,000-
8,000 times per second! We seem quite 
far away from 4,000 billions, but never-
theless, we shall "get there" yet. 
Fig. 27 shows one of the first Tesla 

tubes, or rather lamps, having only one 
electrode. A piece of carbon, or, better, 
a piece of non-combustible material 
(which may be a non-conductor) will 
light up vividly in an intense white heat 
as soon as connected with one end of 
the coil. 
Fig. 28 shows a similar lamp. f. is a 

short carbon filament, 1 a piece of chalk. 
As soon as the lamp is connected with the 
coil a brilliant white light is produced, 
the chalk sending out white hot "radi-
ant matter."  This lamp, like all Tesla 
tubes, must, of course, be highly evacu-
ated. 
An intensely interesting tube or lamp 

is shown in Fig. 29. In the hollow part 
of a carbon rod, a small spherical piece 
of ruby is placed.  After the lamp is 
operated a short while the ruby will be-
gin to melt, and the light effects pro-
duced can only be termed as marvelous. 
The effects are so beautiful that it is 

Fig. 31 

wholly impossible to describe them ade-
quately. 
The strange part is that one may hang 

the lamp upside down without danger of 
the ruby falling down, as same is very 
adhesive and tenacious in its melted state. 
Possibly the strangest of all Tesla 

lamps is shown in Fig. 30.  This lamp 
has no "connections" nor metal parts, 
whatsoever.  It is a hollow glass ball, 
with a neck, n, on which a tube, b, is 
set, having at its upper end an enlarged 
part, s, forming a second hollow glass 
ball. As will be seen, the lamp is com-
posed of two entirely separated spaces. 
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Both spaces are, of course, evacuated. 
It is of high importance that s is in the 
exact centre of L. Around the neck n, 
a piece of tinfoil is wrapped, to make 
connection with the coil. 
This lamp, however, does not work at 

once; it must be excited beforehand, 
which, as one might be led to think, is 
not done by connecting it to the coil, but 
simply by touching the glass ball with the 
hand. Nor does the lamp work well af-
ter this. It will give a light, true, but gen-
erally speaking, it is not "ripe" yet. 

•••• •••• .14•0 

M. E 

Fig. 32 
It  must be "nursed" for some time, 

which may take minutes, hours, or 
even days. After the tube is fully ex-
cited and is operated, it will appear as 
shown in Fig. 31. 
The light which emanates from the 

lamp is of a mild white and rotates 
around the central ball with the same 
number of revolutions per second as the 
alternations of the coil. 
The rotation of the light seems to be 

synchronous with the alternations. 
This rotating lightbeam is marvelously 

sensitive against magnetic and electro-
static effects. If the tube is hung on a 
wire and if one comes near the lamp, the 
beam of light turns away. If one walks 
around the tube, the light will proceed 
at the same pace, but one can never catch 
up with it. In this instance it acts the 
same as the tail of a comet, which is al-
ways turned away from the sun. 
A small magnet, 2 yards away from 

the lamp exerts a powerful influence up-
on its light.  The magnet may increase 
or decrease the speed of the light rota-
tion, all depending upon the position of 
the magnet. 
The direction of the rotation of the 

light is determined by the terrestrial mag-
netism. If the tube is hung up with the 
ball pointing downwardly, the light will 
rotate in the same direction as the hands 
of a watch, providing the experiment 
takes place in the northern part of the 

globe. In the southern hemisphere, the 
direction of the rotation is reversed. 
The ideal method of an illumination, 

according to Tesla, is shown in Fig. 32. 
Two large metal plates are suspended and 
are connected with the high frequency 
coil. Vacuum tubes, having no metal-
lic  connections  whatsoever,  when 
placed between the plates, light up 
vividly. 
It is not absolutely necessary to have 

the tube exactly between the plates, as 
they will light well under or above the 
plates.  The philosophy of this experi-
ment is that an electrostatic field is cre-
ated between the plates and the electrical 
energy surging back and forward be-
tween the plates is sufficient to light up 
the tubes to a bright glow. 
Indeed, it is not necessary to have two 

plates to create an electrostatic field. If 
we suspend, near the ceiling of a room, 
one large plate, insulating same carefully, 
and connecting one wire of the coil to 
the plate, while the other wire is ground-
ed, one can walk all around the room 
with a well lighted tube, which has no 
metallic connections whatsoever. In other 
words, we have a "wireless light." 
If the light is not wanted we put the 

tube in our pocket or in a drawer. Of 
course this will not extinguish the light; 
as the electrical energy passes through 
wood or cloth the same as through air. 
But as practically no heat is developed 
in these tubes, there is no danger of 
fire. 
In all possibility this is the light of the 

future. 

Fig. 33 

Fig. 33 shows another form of Tesla 
tube having no electrodes, nor metallic 
connections. It may be used as a read-
ing lamp in an "electrostatic room" as 
explained above. 

(THE END) 
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Thousand Words A Minute 

Operator Sending Message, Young Lady Perforating Tape. 

We are living in the age of speed. 
Centuries back savages were worshipping 
the god of fire or some other god. We 
in our civilized age have a new god wor-
shipping him as no savage ever wor-
shipped his ancient god. Our new mas-
ter is as terrible as any of the other 
older ones, in fact, more so, because he 
demands more victims forever. 
The name of the terrible is God of 

Speed.  Furthermore, he is not imagi-
nary, but happens to be very real.  He 
effects every human being on this globe, 
and if we were to be without him for any 
length of time, the world would stand 
still. 
It seems rather surprising, bearing 

above in mind, that although almost 
every branch, electrical or mechanical, in 
the service of transmitting intelligence, 
has made enormous strides towards great 
speed, the telegraph has actually gone 
back, speed concerned, during the past 
decade. 
This seems rather astounding, but nev-

ertheless, it is an accomplished fact. 
The average modern telegraph oper-

ator, as statistics show, does not manipu-
late the key as rapidly as the operator 
twenty years back. 
It may be said right here that the days 

of the hand manipulated telegraph are 
counted. We must have machine oper-

ated telegraphs to cope with the ever in-
creasing telegrams and we must have, 
furthermore, cheap rates. 
Our business men realize that it is 

ridiculous to send a short telegram, for 
instance, from New York to Philadel-
phia, paying 50 cents for same to have 
it delivered in an hour, while a long let-
ter mailed for two cents at the same 
time, arrives only two hours after the 
telegram. 
The wonder is that machine telegraphy 

has not been introduced before.  How-
ever, the wonder is somewhat lessened 
when we consider the almost unsur-
mountable  difficulties  encountered  in 
rapid telegraphy. 
While it is comparatively easy to trans-

mit signals at great speed over short 
lines, it is wholly impossible to try rapid 
work on a long line with the old appara-
tus. The strong static charge of a long 
wire line is sufficient to "blur" the sig-
nals to such an extent that they cannot 
be made out intelligently any more. 
All the  early and  modern workers 

were baffled how to overcome the diffi-
culty, but the honor belongs undoubtedly 
to Patrick B. Delany to be the first one 
not alone to overcome the static charge, 
but to actually use same, and force it to 
do useful work. 

3 
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Fig. 4 gives the arrangement of the 
circuit, without which it would be diffi-
cult to fully appreciate the novelty and 

be understood that the record on tape R 
is made by electro-chemical action. The 
tape R is dampened with ferro-cyanide 

and certain other chemicals, 

Perforator. 

ingenuity of the invention. 
Contact fingers F, pressing on top of a 

perforated tape are electrically one, be-
ing connected to the line, the contact fin-
gers pressing upward underneath the 
tape are separate, C, being connected to 
the positive current B, while H is con-
nected to the negative curent K.  The 
battery is grounded in the middle at G. 
When the tape is drawn by the motor 
M (not shown), and the lower hole al-
lows contact fingers F and C to come to-
gether a positive impulse is sent over the 
line and is recorded on the receiving tape 
R as a dot. When a hole in the upper 
row permits contact F and H to come to-
gether a negative impulse goes over the 
line, but it makes no mark on tape R. 
It performs useful work, however, in pre-
venting the positive dots from running 
together on the receiving tape.  In the 
case of a dash, the positive 
and negative holes in the 
tape have a greater angle. 
The negative does not fol-
low the positive immediate-
ly, as in the dots. It is set 
back a distance represent-
ing a dash; therefore, while 
the contact fingers F, C, 
are separated by the tape 
some of the static charge 
is running out at the receiv-
ing station and continues 
the mark which started with 
the dash impulse until the 
contact F, H, come back 
together in the delayed upper hole and a 
negative impulse is sent to cut off the 
dash at a corresponding length. It will 

which when acted upon by 
a positive electric current 
decomposes the iron record-
ing wire W, leaving an in-
delible mark. Now, as al-
ready stated, where there 
is not sufficient discharge 
at the receiving end of the 
line the condenser V can be 
regulated to make up the 
deficiency. 
Once perforated the tape 

can be fed through a mo-
tor at an incredibly high speed, the con-
tact fingers will, of course, not be affect-
ed whatsoever by the speed and the re-
ceiving instrument will produce a clean 
record of the message at the rate of 1,000 
words a minute. 
One of our illustrations shows both 

the facsimiles of a perforated tape and 
the message as received at the distant sta-
tion. 

Perforator. 
The Delany perforator is.a very inge-

nious apparatus and may be used by any-
body. It is not necessary at all to be fa-
miliar with telegraphy, because the ma-
chine has thoroughly mastered the Morse 
code. 
The general appearance of the appara-

tus resembles somewhat a typewriter, but 
its inside contains intricate machinery to 
make it possible that any time a key is 

Transmitter. 

struck, to immediately produce a Morse 
character. If, for instance, you depress 
the key P, the perforating arrangement 
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will punch ten holes, five below and five 
above; in fact, each Morse character is 
punched double, for the purpose ex-
plained above. The 
dash on the perfo-
rated tape is repre-
sented by two dots, 
which, how e v e r, 
are not placed as 
near  above  each 
other as the dot-
characters, but are 
arranged somewhat 
more obliquely. 

Transmitter. 

As _soon as the  Fig. 

perforated tape is ready, it is passed 
through the transmitter, which takes the 
tape, feeding it between the contact fin-
gers at high speed.  Each time a hole 

As soon as the operator at the receiver 
gets a message (no matter at what speed 
same is being sent) he simply regulates 

the speed of his 
motor till the dots 
and dashes appear 
as they should. If 
too long, his motor 
;s retarded; if too 
short, it is speeded 
up; this can be ac-
complished almost 
instantaneousl y. 
Thus it may be seen 
that it is a com-
paratively  simple 

4  matter to transmit 
1,000 words a minute, and as the tele-
gram is not taken by sound, but is printed 
electro-chemically on a tape, mistakes are 
practically impossible, as the record is 

E  L  E  p 0 

Facsimile Perforated Tape 

T  E  L  E  P  0  S  T 
Facsimile Receiving Tape 

passes a contact finger, an electrical im-  always before the eyes of the person 
pulse is sent over the line and same is transcribing the message from Morse into 
reproduced electro-chemically at the re-  English. 
receiving station  The advantages of 

Receiver. 

The ques-
tion,  if the 
receiver and 
transmitter 
must  work 
synchronous-
ly,  presents 
itself at once. 
Fortunat e 1 y 
this is not the 
case, as the 
system could 
never  attain 
commercial 
value,  be-
cause synchronic working of two distant 
stations for any length of time has as 
yet always proved a failure. 

this new system, 
the  "Tele-
post,"  are 
many  and 
truly revolu-
tionary. Four 
single  wires 
are capable of 
handling  as 
much  busi-
ness as sixty-
eight wires of 
the  present 
telegraph 
companies 
With  the 

Morse  key 
syste m 

there is of course one wire to each two 
operators. With the "Telepost" system 
a single wire can transmit the combined 

R eceiver. 
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work of forty pairs of operators. 
Another great advantage is that mes-

sages going at the rate of 1,000 words a 
minute can be sent over a telephone wire, 
without in any way interfering with the 
conversation being held at the same time 
over the same wire. This can be done 
so nicely that it is impossible to detect 
even a slight noise in the telephone re-
ceivers. 
The new Telepost Company, due to all 

these great advantages, is of course, in a 
position to greatly lower present tele-
graphic rates, which, for instance, for a 
ten-word telegram from New York to 
San Francisco amount to $1.00. 
The company proposes to adopt a uni-

form telegram rate of 50 words for 25 
cents, regardless of distance. There will 
be but one rate to all points. Such a rate 
cannot help but make telegraphing more 
popular as it is now, and we predict that 
a good deal of regular business corres-
pondence will hereafter go by way of the 
"Telepost" system. 
Despatches are handled in three dis-

tinct ways.  First, as telegram; second, 
as telepost; third, as teletape. 
As telegram a 25-word despatch is 

transmitted by wire and delivered by spe-
cial messenger. 
As telepost a 50-word despatch is 

transmitted by wire, but delivered by 
mail. 
As teletape a 100-word despatch is 

transmitted by wire, but the message is 
not transcribed at the receiving end, but 
the original receiving tape is sent by mail 
to the addressee, who of course must 
transcribe the despatch from Morse to 
English. 
Date, name, address and signature are 

transmitted free. The rate for the three 
different methods of sending a despatch 
is 25 cents in each case. 
When we realize that 80 per cent. of 

all transacted business in this country is 
practically done by correspondence, and 
when by means of "Telepost," days and 
weeks are won, we know that we will 
have advanced as much as from the old-
time stage to the express train. 
Business in our days must be trans-

acted quickly. If a man in San Francis-
co to-day writes to a house in New York 
asking for a quotation, after he received 
his catalogue or printed matter, he must 
wait ten days for an answer.  By this 
time his enthusiasm may have cooled 
down—and the New York house possibly 
loses an order. 

If, however, the man in 'Frisco sends 
the same letter by "Telepost" in the 
morning and has his reply in the after-
noon by "Telepost" the New York house 
has a much better chance to get the order 
than at the present time by correspond-
ence through mail. 
Truly we must welcome "Telepost" 

as a new factor to assure and bring new 
business. 

PILFERING ELECTRICAL  EN-
ERGY. 

The controllers of the New York Edi-
son Co. have recently caused the arrest 
of a certain individual who was in the 
habit to sell his "customers" a certain 
"regulator," which, applied on an elec-
trical meter caused same to run back-
ward and consequently cheat the com-
pany out of their just dues. 
It goes without saying that the in-

ventor of the article had a large clientele, 
which may be does not reflect well upon 
New Yorkers, but people in New York 
are being robbed all year round by the 
trusts, and few can resist the tempta-
tion to "get square" with somebody or 
other, given a chance. 
The "regulator" was nothing but a 

powerful electromagnet which, when ap-
plied to the meter in a certain manner 
would overpower the electromagnet in 
the meter, it being not as strong as the 
"regulator." 
The consequence was that the field in 

the meter was reversed and the meter 
run backwards.  The "regulator" when 
applied to a meter for a few hours while 
in use would undermeasure the meter up 
to 60 per cent. 
This "regulator" was used mostly in 

New York breweries over Sunday, when 
the inspectors would of course, not pay 
visits. 
The device might have been in use yet 

were it not that a forgetful "customer" 
left the "regulator" attached to the 
meter on a fine Monday morning, when 
an employe of the company dropped in 
to read the meter! Strangely to say, he 
was an honest employe, and he report-
ed the case to his company, who 
promptly caused the arrest of the 
manufacturer of the device. 

No, Alexander, wrong again. No co-
nundrum was ever used in a detector; 
you mean carborundum !—"FiPs." 
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A Tesla Coil 
By A. C. AUSTIN, JR. 

The Tesla coil, shown in the illus-
trations was recently built for the pur-
pose of experiment, and as many 
strange and beautiful effects may be 
obtained with it, the author will de-
scribe in detail the construction of the 
apparatus. 
This particular coil, when used with 

a two-inch induction coil, and a con--
denser of four :.beets of tinfoil tox12 

inches mounted on glass plates, gave a 
spark 4 to 6 inches long and in a dark-
ened room there was a heavy brush dis-
charge when the terminals were sepa-
rated about eight or ten inches, and 
occasionally a single spark would pass 
even at this distance. At all times the 
secondary terminals, when the light 
in the room is turned down will have 
a luminous glow, and streams of light 
will be seen emanating from them in 
all directions, at times more intense 
than usual, and particularly so when 
one of the secondary terminals is 
grounded.  When the terminals are 
placed just beyond the distance at 
which sparks will pass, a great amount 
of ozone will be liberated. 
The construction details of the coil 

in question are as follows: 
Obtain, or make a case I8x9x9 in-

ches, inside measurement, made of 1/4-
inch hard wood, and line same with 
sheet zinc about 24 or 26 gauge, solder-
ing at the joints, and being sure that 
they are liquid tight.  One-quarter of 

an inch from the top of the case, place 
a strip 1/2 inch square all the way 
around the inside this forming a base 
to set the cover on and to screw same 
to, leaving a space about two inches 
long in the middle of each end for the 
supports of the coil to fit through. 
Make a cylinder of wood 6 inches 

in diameter and 17 inches long. This 
cylinder should be built in practically 
the same way as the tuning coil cylin-
der described in the June issue of this 
magazine, except that the slats should 
be placed very closely together.  On 
this cylinder, after rounding the edges 
of the slats with a rasp, wind four 
hundred turns of No. 3o B. & S. gauge 
single cotton covered wire, beginning 
a little more than an inch from the 
end of the cylinder and. winding the 
turns as accurately as possible 1/16 of 
an inch apart.  Coat the cylinder and 
wire with shellac, giving some four or 
five coats, waiting until the first is 
dry before putting on the second, and 
so on. 
Place four blocks of wood, 1/2x1/2x 

11. 

Ftf 3 

..40  - if 
-  d. 

- S. 
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inch at equal distances from each 
other, on each end of the coil, so as 
to form supports for four sticks, 1/2x 
1/2x17 inches, running lengthwise on 
the coil, and separated from the sec-
ondary wire, on which to wind the 
primary coil. 
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Now make two grooves i/8 inch 
deep and 1/8 inch wide, making this 
mea-urement a trifle full, and cut same 
a scant 1/4 inch apart, the edge of the 

Fig. 4 

first groove to be 3 1/4 inches from the 
end of the coil on the strip which is to 
be at the top of the coil when finished, 
and, turning the coil in the same direc-
tion as when winding the secondary, 
cut two grooves 3 3/4 inches from the 
end on the next stick, 4 1/4 inches on 
the next strip and coming back to the 
strip from which the start was made 
5 1/4 inches from the end, making the 
last grooves just 2 inches away from 
the first ones cut, continuing on until 

The Finished coil 
enough grooves have been cut to wind 
four complete double turns of wire in 
Procure about 30 feet of No. 6 B. & S. 
gauge soft drawn bare copper wire, 
and wind four double complete turns 
in the grooves, fastening same into the 

grooves by tieing with stout cord or 
twine. All of the preceding operations 
are clearly explained in Figure 1, and 
also by the photographs, Figs. 4 and 5. 
Obtain a sheet of hard rubber 18 1/8 

x9 1/8x1/4 inches and trim to fit per-
fectly tight in the top of the trans-
former case. Drill the holes for screws 
around the edges and then drill a hole 
at each end 1/2 inch in diameter, the 
center of the hole to be I 3/4 inches 
from the side and I 3/4 inches from 
the end of the rubber sheet, as shown 
in Figure 2. Also on the opposite edge 
of the rubber sheet drill two holes 
1/2 inch in diameter 4 inches apart and 

Fig. 5 

each one 7 inches to center, from the 
end, as also shown in Figure 2. 
Insert in the first mentioned holes 

hard rubber tubes 1/2 inch in diameter, 
projecting 2 inches below the cover, 
and 6 inches above, fastening same 
tightly by cement (Fig. 3). The two 
other holes should be fitted with tubes 
of the same kind, projecting 2 inches 
both above and below.  Now make 
four pieces of brass rod 3/4 inch longer 
than the tubes, and put 1/2 inch of 
8/32 thread on each end, and putting 
these rods through the tubes screw a 
binding post on the top and a nut and 
washer on the bottom to clamp same 
into the tubes. The last operation is 
clearly shown by Figure 3. 
Now take the coil, and on each end 
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place a standard of wood 1/2 inch 
thick, making a bracket shaped piece 
to fit the top of the standard, and pro-
jecting inwards, so that the rubber top 
may be screwed to these standards, 
and hold the coil suspended in the oil. 
The exact measurements and details 
of this operation cannot be given, and 
it will be necessary for the person 
building this coil to use the head a lit-
tle bit, and simply make it fit. Pho-
tograph 5 will give a fairly clear idea 
of the method used by the author. 
Connect the secondary terminals to 

M E 

the brass rods running through the sec-
ondary tubes, soldering same tightly, 
being careful not to leave any slack 
wire, and running straight from the 
end of the winding to the rod, and not 
too close to either the primary winding 
or the zinc lining of the case.  Now 
connect the two windings of the pri-
mary together, again soldering well, 
and making the windings in parallel, 
and then connect to the brass rods 
running through the primary tubes. 
This last operation is somewhat diffi-
cult, and care must be taken not to 
make the single wire cross over too 
close, as one of the turns might short 
circuit. 
Procure about five gallons of linseed 

or paraffine oil, and after boiling pour 
into the case while still warm, putting 
in enough to fill the case about 3/4 
full.  Now lower the coil slowly and 
carefully into place, and just before 
screwing down the cover see that the 
oil comes up to about 1/2 inch from 
the cover. The placing of the coil into 
the oil while still warm drives all the 
air bubbles out, and diminishes the 
danger of the  insulation  breaking 
down.  However, the oil must not be 
too warm when the coil is immersed, 
as the heat might melt the rubber tubes 
and cause the rubber top to warp. 
A number of different methods of 

connection are shown by the diagrams 
"A," "B" and "C," and these may all 
be tried. The amateur using this coil 
will experience some difficulty in ob-
taining the right length of spark and 

the right capacity of the condenser, but 
when the right adjustment is found 
the coil will be found to work very sat-
isfactorily.  Of course with a larger 
induction coil, for instance a 3 or 4-
inch coil the transformer will do a 
greater amount of work, but as before 
stated, a two-inch coil is used by the 
author. A smaller coil was tried but 
the result was very unsatisfactory. 
This Tesla coil has been used both 

for experimental and for wireless work, 
and has given very satisfactory ser-
vice. 

GEISSLER TUBE IN AERIAL. 

Many wireless stations use now a hot-
wire ammeter in the antenna for the 
purpose of ascertaining how much energy 
(amperes) is radiated. 
Not everybody can afford a hot-wire 

ammeter, same being quite expensive. 
Mr. Gernsback, to this effect uses a small 
Geissler tube connected in series with 
the antenna. This has been found quite 
satisfactory, especially if a sending helix 
is used and one does not exactly know 
when the maximum amount of energy 
is radiated from the antenna. 
By placing the Geissler tube in the an-

tenna, one can quickly find the maximum 
radiation simply by observing when the 
tube lights up brightest. 
The tube being a conductor, it offers 

practically no resistance to the waves. 

WIRELESS  TELEGRAPH  REC-
ORD. 

Thus far Marconi held the record for 
long distance wireless telegraphy. With 
the completion of the giant station at 
Nauen  (Germany)  operated by the 
"Gesellschaft fuer Drahtlose Telegra-
phie," new records have been made. The 
Nauen station has been able to transmit 
to the wonderful distance of 2,550 kilo-
meters, while Marconi has not reached 
farther than 2,400 kilometers. 
The record of the Nauen station cov-

ers the 1-16 part of the circumference 
of the globe, which, as will be known, 
is 40,000 kilometers. 
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EDITORIALS. 
The Editor feels that he has pleas-

antly surprised his readers this month 
by presenting them with a supplement 
listing all the wireless telegraph sta-
tions of the United States. 
The Editor received a large number 

of inquiries during the past, referring 

to call letters, wave length, etc., of the 
commercial and government stations. 
He felt that a list of the stations, pre-
sented in this number, in form of a 
supplement, was urgently needed, and 
that it would fill a long felt demand. 
The supplement has purposely been 

inserted loosely, so that the reader 
may take it out undamaged and hang 
it up in his station, where it will undoubt-
edly be welcomed. The Editor suggests 
to mount it on stiff cardboard, as it 
will very likely be handled a good deal. 
All the information that could be 

had has been incorporated in the list, 
but as several stations are incomplete 
as yet and no data could be had, such 
spaces were left open.  MODERN 
ELECTRICS will publish from time 
to time the missing data, and readers 
are requested to fill out the list to make 
same complete. 
The Editor proposes to furnish a 

supplement of the wireless stations of 
the United States each year, as new 
stations are being built very rapidly. 
Thus the "Wireless Fiends" will once 
more satisfy their wireless hunger. 
It may be of interest to know that 

this magazine has the honor to be the 
first one to publish a list of the wire-
less stations of the United States, 
which again proves that MODERN 
ELECTRICS' motto: "To print what 
our readers WANT, not merely what 
strikes the Editor's fancy," is becom-
ing more apparent with each issue. 

As several readers will have ob-
served, we have reduced the fee to 
register wireless stations and we hope 
for a speedy increase of the list. 
There are a good many experiment-

ers having only a receiving station, 
and we have had quite a few letters 
from them asking for information if re-
ceiving stations could be registered. 
As the idea of the "Wireless Regis-

try" is to bring our readers in touch 
with each other, there can be no ob-
jection to registering receiving sta-
tions, and we invite our readers having 
such a station to send their registry at 
once. 
So as not to create confusion, receiv-

ing stations will be preceded by an 
asterisk in the future, thus: 
*P. Smith, New York, P.S. 220. 
As soon as P. Smith installs a sending 

station, he will advise us, and his sta-
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tion will be found listed correctly in 
the annual blue book containing all our 
readers' stations. 
One word of advice:  The wave 

length of a receiving station is com-
puted exactly as that of a sending sta-
tion, only the length of the antenna is 
measured from the top of the wire 
down to the detector. To compute the 
wave length, consult Editorial in the 
July issue. 
Parties having tuning coils should 

supply us with the length (in feet) of 
the wire wound on the tuner, and 
state the length of the antenna sepa-
rately. 
And before we forget it—It is not 

necessary to be a subscriber to join the 
Wireless Registry.  Every reader is 
welcome. 

WIRELESS TELEPHONE PHILA-
DELPHIA-NE WARK. 

Philadelphia.—A. Frederick Collins, 
who has been conducting extensive ex-
periments in long-distance wireless tel-
ephony between a station on the roof of 
the Land Title Building and his Newark 
laboratory, left for his home in New-
ark, after having made what he con-
sidered a very satisfactory test. 
The apparatus here is simply for the 

receipt of messages, while the one in 
Newark can both receive and transmit. 
The receiving wire was suspended by 
three Eddy tailless kites, and a connec-
tion was made with the Newark station, 
about 81 miles away.  Mr. Collins said 
that the articulation was perfect, and that 
the metallic sound, so annoying in wire 
telephony, was absent. 
The string attached to the kites was 

insulated every 30 feet, and the aerial 
was attached to the string just above. 
The receiving instrument, a quarter box, 
contains a receiver, induction coil, with 
needle to attune the instrument.  The 
distance covered is so far the greatest 
obtained by the Collins system. 

LOUD-SPEAKING 'PHONE. 
BY OUR BERLIN CORRESPONDENT. 
An ingenious device has recently been 

patented. 
Loud-speaking telephones are a very 

urgent necessity, especially in public, 
and also in noisy places. 
But it is especially the public tele-

phone which is dangerous.  Statistics 
show that a score of people are infected 

annually by using these public tele-
phones. If we can construct a telephcne 
receiver which we do not have to press 
tightly to our ear, and which can be held 
1/2 inch or so away from the ear, and 
still talk loud enough, we shall bless its 
inventor. 
It seems that such a 'phone has re-

cently been invented, and, judging from 
the first test, it will have a future not 
alone for above mentioned purposes, but 
also for wireless telegraphy to multiply 
and intensify weak sounds. 
Referring to illustration, it will be 

seen that two sets of electro-magnets are 
used, also two diaphrams, dd.  These 
diaphrams almost touch the poles of the 
electro-magnets mm.  Between the dia-
phrams dd, a pasteboard ring c is placed, 
and an air chamber  is consequently 

formed between the two diaphrams.  At 
the upper part of the pasteboard ring a 
small piece is cut out. At this point a 
small channel p ends, which is in com-
munication with the funnel t. 
The electromagnets acting on the dia-

phrams expulse the air or cause it to be 
drawn in the air cl,amber, due to the 
vibration of the diaphrams.  The result 
is that the reproduction of the voice is 
greatly intensified, in fact, words can be 
plainly heard a foot away from the in-
strument. 

There is just that much difference be-
tween an electric fan and a baseball fan. 
The former runs around and shoots off 
cold air, while the latter runs around 
shooting off—well, you know !—"FIPs." 
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Experimenting With The Tesla Coil 
BY H. GERNSBACK. 

Ever since this magazine was started, 
subscribers have been clamoring for an 
article on Tesla coil experiments. This 
is not surprising when we bear the fact 
in mind that literature on Tesla high 

Fig. 

frequency currents is very scarce in-
deed. The few books treating upon the 
subject are so purely technical that the 
average experimenter gets hopelessly en-
tangled in his efforts to plow through 
the maze of theories, foot-notes and 
technicalities, useful only to the hard-
ened scientist. 
The scope of the present series of ar-

ticles is to make the experimenter and 
amateur more fully acquainted with the 
wonderful  high  frequency  currents, 
without indulging too much in theory, so 

Fig. 2 

thoroughly hated by the young 
menter. 
Most of the experiments described :n 

this article can be carried out with the 

experi-

Tesla coil described elsewhere in tills 
issue. 
In some of the illustrations in this ar-

ticle a coil resembling a common induc-
tion coil is shown for simplicity's sake, 
but it is of course understood that same 
stands for the Tesla coil, as none cf the 
experiments can be performed with a 
spark coil alone, no matter how large. 
Although the potential of a well con-

strueted Tesla coil runs up into hundred 
thousands of volts, such currents, as ex-

Fig. 3 

plained elsewhere, are harmless to the 
human body.  For this reason experi-
ments with such currents are less dan-
gerous than those made with even a 
three-inch spark coil. 
Possibly the most puzzling experi-

ment to the inlividual acquainted only 
with low tension work is the phenome-
non of the impedance. The meaning of 
this word is "seeming resistance."  If 
we short-circuit an electric lamp by 

Fig. 4 

means of a heavy wire, we would hardly 
expect that we could light up the lamp 
thus short-circuited, under ordinary cir-
cumstances.  By means of Tesla cur-
rents, however, we can light up several 
lamps, despite their being shorted with 
a heavy (No. 8 or 9) wire. 
The arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. 

One or more 50-volt lamps are made to 
slide up and down on a heavy copper 
wire loop.  This loop is connected on 
one side to the Tesla coil, bridged by a 
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large condenser (Leyden jar).  The 
other wire from the condenser termin-
ates at a brass ball.  Another similar 
ball is placed opposite the first one and 
is connected to the wire loop. 
In operation intense• white sparks 

jump between the balls. By moving the 
lamps up and down the loop, the highest 
degree of incandescence is quickly ascer-
tained. 
Experiments with the impedance will 
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come out best when the wire of the loop 
is very heavy. A copper rod even 1/2 
inch thick bent into shape as shown in 
Fig. 1 will give excellent results. 
Another interesting experiment with 

the impedance is shown in Fig. 2. It 
represents  an  ordinary  incandescent 
lamp having a straight filament.  One 
would be led to think that the current 
would take its way from terminal to 
terminal. Under certain conditions, how-
ever, the carbon filament stays black, 
and sparks jump from one terminal to 

E 

Fig. 6 

the other, as if the filament was not there 
at all, or if it were an insulator. 
In operation, five typical forms of dis-

charges are observed with the Tesla coil. 
If we use little current (amperage) in 
the primary circuit, we obtain a thin 
light thread between two sharp points 
(Fig. 3). This thread is extremely sen-
sitive and will change its position if one 
breathes lightly from a little distance. 
The slightest draft in a room causes the 
thread of light to flicker violently. 

If we increarse the amperage up to a 
certain extent, we produce the .flame dis-
charge (Fig. 4). This flame is capable 
to radiate quite a good deal of heat, and 
the noise produced by the flame is little; 
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Fig. 7 
much less, in fact, than the spark dis-
charge of a one-inch coil. 
The previous two experiments could 

not be strictly termed as high frequency 
ones, as the alternations were compara-
tively low.  If we increase the current 
still more we obtain the high frequency 
arc discharge.  Same is characterized by 
the brush discharge which takes place on 

Fig. 8 

all the metal terminals (Fig. 5). The 
arc produces a good deal of ozone, 
which makes itself known by a peculiar, 
but pleasant and invigorating, odor. 
By further increasing the amperage 

and by separating the discharging rods 
but little, we obtain a peculiar spark dis-

Fig. 9 

charge composed of extremely thin, 
blinding, white threads enclosed in a 
large flame or spray (Fig. 6). This dis-
charge is the most beautiful; it can be 
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further intensified by using a strong air 
current trained against the spray. Sparks 
can be made to fly off, similar to those 
produced by sharpening a metal tool on 
a grind stone.  These electric sparks, 
when blown on the experimenter's skin, 

IFig. to 
produce a rather unpleasant sensation, 
but are quite harmless. 
Fig. 7 shows the fifth typical form of 

discharge.  When the current is in-
creased to its maximum, and when the 
oscillations have reached their highest 
value, it is quite hard to confine the 
charge to the discharging rods.  It is 

Fig. II 
neither easy to obtain a spark discharge; 
if produced at all it will only take place 
when the rods are quite close together. 
A short piece of thin, cotton covered 

copper wire when attached to one end of 
the coil is enveloped in a beautiful light 
discharge (Fig. 8). 
Fig. 9 shows another interesting ex-

periment which, when produced in the 
dark, is quite impressive.  A very thin, 
bare copper wire attached to one end of 
the coil, rotates in a circle. The length 
of the bare wire must be ascertained by 
experiment. 
Two rings formed of copper wire, the 

smaller ring placed into the larger one, 
and both connected to the poles of the 
coil, will show a very pretty discharge 
( Fig. 10). 
By concentrating the effect the inten-

sity of the light is greatly increased as 
shown in Fig. 11. 
A circle of copper wire is made, 

which is connected to one pole.  The 
other pole carries a brass ball, its diam-
eter being approximately 1/4 of that of 
the circle. As soon as the coil is started, 
the discharge takes place between the 
surface of the brass ball and the rim of 
the circle.  A hollow cone of light is 
formed, presenting a weird appearance. 

(To be continued.) 

METALS NOT TRANSMUTED. 
Mme. Curie and Mlle. Gleditsch have 

repeated the experiments which were 
made by Sir William Ramsay and A. 
T. Cameron, and as a result of which 
the earlier investigators announced that 
they had observed the production of al-
kaline metals and lithium in solutions of 
copper salts submitted to the action of 
radium emanations.  The observations 
of Ramsay and Cameron were by many 
regarded as showing a process of the 
transmution of elements. 
Mme. Curie and her collaborator de-

clare that they have been unable to con-
firm the conclusions of Ramsay and 
Cameron.  It is impossible to say that 
no trace of lithium or sodium is formed, 
but Mme. Curie considers that the fact 
of the formation of these elements out 
of copper cannot be held to be estab-
lished. 

WIRELESS WEATHER SERVICE. 
The German government intends us-

ing wireless telegraphic plants on board 
the Atlantic steamers to establish a regu-
lar official weather report service for an-
nouncing approaching cyclones, etc. 
The reports will be sent to the Ham-

burg Naval Observatory. 

••• 
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Luna Park, Coney Island, By Night 

6o,ocio Electric Lamps in this part of the Park 

WIRELESS STATION ON 
W ALDORF-ASTORIA. 

Within a few weeks wireless messages 
will be sent between the Waldorf-Astoria 
in this city and the Bellevue-Stratford in 
Philadelphia. Work on the installing of 
stations on the roofs of the two hotels 
has just begun. 
A wooden flagstaff, thirty-five feet 

high. will be used as the principal mast 
of the wireless plant at the Waldorf-
Astoria, and steel masts will be used at 
the Bellevue-Stratford. The service will 
be available to the general public, and 
will be used to communicate with ocean 
steamships. 
"It will be a great thing for Philadel-

phia." said Lawrence Maresch, assistant 
manager of the hotel, "and if it works 
as perfectly as we expect, communica-
tion between the two hotels will then be 
more easy and much quicker than at 
present. 
"It will enable us to receive for our 

guests the news of ships at sea, and we 
anticipate that messages from friends on 
board will be of frequent occurrence." 

"I am going to hang up my antenna," 
said I to my somewhat deaf uncle Joe. 
"What, you're going to hang up Aunt 
Ena!" roared Uncle Joe, as he made a 
dash for me, "not if I kin help it. Hey, 
Ena. whc-e are ye?"—"Frs." 

S .• 
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Cost to light the Park, $5,600.00 each week. 

NE W YORK, THE TELEPHONE 
CITY. 

The latest statistics show that New 
York leads all the towns of the world, 
as far as the telephone is concerned.. 
Here is the latest official list showing 

the number of telephones actually in-
stalled: 

New York, 310,000 telephones. 
London  148,000 
Berlin  78,000 
Paris  50,000  14 

The daily average number of calls is 
1,250,000.  Think a 'it, one and one-
quarter million calls in a single day! 
Just figure out how many nickels and 
dimes the street car, elevated and sub-
way companies would get each day if 
each of the 1,250,000 calls had to be 
made in person, if for some reason the 
telephone service should stop altogether! 
There are no less than 803,4.00 miles of 
underground telephone wire in the city 
of New York, or enough to stretch three 
wires from the earth to the moon and 
still have 83,400 miles of wire left over! 

A man named Kohn walked into the 
supply store.—"Do you keep materials 
for detectors?" he demanded.  "And 
may I ask, what is this?" 
"Oh, Silicon." 
"Sir!  How dare you call me 'Silly 

Kohn?' I'll report you to the manager!" 
—FiPs." 
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Eirvartutritt 
The Construction of a Transmitting Tuning Coil 

11" A. L. AUSTIN, JR. 

Some few months ago the writer 
constructed an inductance, or tuning 
coil for the transmitting circuit, which 
has proved very efficient, making pos-
sible the use of many different wave 
lengths in transmitting, either with 
open or closed circuits, and opening 
up a wide field of experimentation in 
tuned transmission in which many in-
teresting phenomena have been noted. 
The construction was very easy and 

the cost so slight, that in face of the 
great efficiency of the instrument, the 
writer has often wondered why he did 
not build one before. 
The details of construction are as 

below: 
Procure a piece of hard wood one 

inch thick and about 18x9 1-2 inches, 
and bevel the edges on one side, truing 
up to 17 1-2x9 inches.  Get another 
piece of 3-4-inch hard wood about I2X 
28 inches and from same cut two discs 
11 1-2 inches in diameter. Do not cut 
around the entire circle, but leave a 
base 3 1-2 inches wide at the line of 
the periphery, and spreading in trian-
gular form to 3 3/4 inches wide on the 

bottom:  The distance from the line 
of the periphery to the bottom should 
be 3-4 inch.  Now in the center of 
each disc bore a hole 1 1-4 inches in 
diameter, same being for the spark 
balls to pass through.  Of course, it 
is understood that if the spark balls 
are larger than those described herein 
that the holes must be correspondingly 
larger. 
Now make eight strips of hard wood 

1-2 inch thick, 1 1-2 inches wide and 
10 inches long.  Get thirty-six round 
head brass screws about 1 1/2 inches 
long, and placing the strips at equal 
distances between the two circles, with 
the 1-2 inch face on the circumference, 
fasten by two screws in each end of 
each strip. 
Figures 1 and 2 will explain the fore-

going directions. 
Obtain four double binding posts, 

and flattening the top edge of each 
circle so as to make a flat base for the 
posts, place one on each, screwing same 
down firmly.  Be sure that the posts 
are both on a line with the top strip. 
Now starting at the left hand side of 

6 
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the coil, measure 1-8 inch from the 
end of the top strip, and turning the 
coil toward you, 1/4 inch from the 
end on the next. 3-8 inch on the next, 
and so on. adding 1/8 inch each time 
you move to a new strip, making guid-
ing marks, afterward cutting a groove 
at each of the marks, being sure to 
make same slightly diagonal on each 
strip instead of straight across. so that 
there will be a continuous spiral of 
grooves on the coil. These measure-
ments will give exactly ten turns of 
wire on the inductance coil, spaced one 
inch apart. 
As close to the inner side of the 

circle as possible bore a hole 1/8 inch 
in diameter, 3/4 inch from the top of 
the top strip.  Give the frame two 
coats of shellac, and also the base. 
Obtain thirty-five feet of No. 8 B. & 

S. gauge bare copper wire, if possible 
tinned, and holding the frame so that 
when winding the wire it will wind 
away from you, take the end of the wire 
and push it through the hole in the 
top strip, left hand side, and bring the 
end up to the lower hole in the bind-
ing post, screwing same down tight, 
and then proceed to wind the wire on 
the coil, finishing off at the Other end 
in the same way.  This method takes 
the strain from the binding posts. 
Procure two pieces of rubber rod 

1/2 inch in diameter and 6 1/4 inches 
long, also a piece of rubber 1/8 inch 
thick and two or three inches square, 
from the last named piece cutting two 
pieces to fit the bases of the two re-
maining binding posts.  Now screw 
the rubber bases on to the rubber rods. 
and then screw the binding posts on 
the top of the same, as shown by Fig-
ure 3. 
Obtain two pieces of brass rod 7 

inches long and large enough to take an 
8/32 thread, and put 1/2 inch of threat 
on each end. on one end of each rod 
putting a rubber handle about 3/4 inch 
in diameter and 5 1/2 inches long, and 
on the other after putting through the 
binding posts last mentioned, a brass 
ball one inch in diameter. Bore a hole 
1 1/2 inches from the end of the base, 
one on each end 1/2 inch in diameter 
and 1/4 inch deep, and then in the 
center of same another hole large 
enough to put an 8/32 screw through. 
Now embed in the free end of the rub-
ber standards an 8/32 screw. letting 

same project about 1 inch, and after 
screwing the coil to the base, center-
ing same carefully, place the rubber 
standard for the spark gap in the holes, 
and putting a nut on underneath, 
screw same down tightly.  On each 
corner of the base put a small rubber 
standard about 1/2 inch high, so that 
the base will not rest directly on the 
operating table.  This gives the in-
strument a finished appearance. 
Obtain two double connectors, and 

slot one end of each down to the hole 
so that it may be slipped onto the wire 
on the coil and screwed fast, a slight 
turn of the thumb screw enabling it 
to be removed from any one turn and 
placed on another quickly and conven-
iently. 
One method of connection is shown 

in the cut, connections being made 
with "Pirelli" cable, "a" leading from 

Assembled Coil. 

the secondary of the induction coil to 
one side of the spark gap, "b" leading 
from the same side of the spark gap 
to the adjustable condenser, "c" lead-
ing from the condenser to binding post 
"d" on the inductance coil; "e" leads 
from the other side of the secondary 
of the induction coil to the other side 
of the spark gap, and "f" from there by 
a flexible connection to any point on 
the inductance coil. Binding post "g" 
on the inductance coil is directly 
grounded, and the aerial "h" is placed, 
by means of the other flexits%; connec-
tion, between points "f" and "d". The 
inductance of the closed circuit is va-
ried by moving flexible connect "f", 
and the capacity by varying the con-
denser, and tuning is accomplished by 
moving the flexible connection leading 
to the aerial. 
Each turn of wire on this coil is 

(Continued on Page 218) 
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II 
I. 
I I trrIrati 0.elrgrapil TotttrO 

Our Wireless Station and our Laboratory Contest will be continued every month until 
further notice.  The best photograph for each mutest is awarded a monthly prize of Three 
($3) Dollars.  If you have a good, clear photograph send it at once; you are doing yourself 
an injustice if you don't.  If you have a wireless station or a laboratory (no matter how 
small) have a photograph taken of it by all means.  Photographs not used will be returned 
in 30 days. 

FIRST PRIZE THREE DOLLARS. 

Attached please find photograph and 
drawing of my wireless station. 
The sending instruments consist of 

a 2 1/2 inch induction coil, four Ley-
den jars in case, Helix, anchor spark 
gap, aerial switch and key, all made by 
myself with the exception of the key. 
At present I work my coil with dry 
batteries. 

The receiving instruments consist of 
a receiver which has tuning coils, two 
detectors, one electro-lytic and one 
carborundum type, variable condenser 
and rheostat, all made by myself and 
mounted on and in this box which makes 
it portable. The phones and batteries 

are attached to binding posts, as seen 
by drawing. 
The tuning coils have a capacity of 

928 meters wave length. 
It will be noticed that I have a de-

coherer with micrometer screw and re-
lay attached to my aerial and ground, 
which is only used when some one is 
calling during my absence from the 
phones. The noise of the decoherer at-
tracts my attention, and I can readily 
cut these out and cut in my regular 
receivers. 
I have switches arranged so that I 

can practice telegraphy with the use 
of the key relay and sounders when de-
sired. The key relay and sounder were 
picked from a scrap heap, the relay 
magnets being both burnt out, and 
the key and sounders are from an old 
learner's set which had been thrown 
away. 
The decoherer I made myself, and I 

rewound the relay magnets, polished 
up the key and sounder and mounted 
them on separate bases, so I have prac-
tically made the entire outfit myself. 
My aerial is suspended from a six-

teen-foot pole, mounted on the house, 
the ground being attached to the gas 
pipe. 
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I think  the  MODERN  ELEC-
TRICS is the best magazine on wire-
less telegraphy ever published.  You 
will notice in the picture that I always 
have it handy, and I think for the last 
two months I have bought the first one 
sold of every issue. 

L. SPANGEN BERG. 
478 E. 18th street, Paterson, N. J. 

HONORABLE MENTION. 

Enclosed please find flash light photo 
of my wireless station. I made all my 
instruments, including the oak table 

on which they rest and the chest at 
the extreme right, except my coil and 
telephone receivers.  From left to right 
is an "Electro"-lytic detector enclosed 
in a mahogany box with a very fine 
adjustment, a pair of 2,250 ohm tele-
phone  receivers, a mahogany box 
which contains three coils, one of 
which is inductive, all three being used 
for tuning; my 1-inch spark coil and a 
frame holding 4 plate condensers; at 
the right, directly above the spark coil, 
is a sending coil for changing the wave 
length in sending messages.  In the 
background is a copy of the Morse and 

•  Continental codes and also a few calls. 
I think that MODERN ELEC-

TRICS is the best paper on wireless 
out, and it is very valuable to me. 

S. KENDALL BUSHNELL. 
Arlington, Mass. 

HONORABLE MENTION. 

Enclosed herewith is a photograph 
of a wireless telegraph outfit con-
structed by the writer, with the ex-
ception of the Morse key, relay, knife 
switches and one of the induction coils. 
The receiving apparatus, shown in 

the left half of the photo, consists of 

two silicon detectors and an electro-
lytic detector with the necessary tun-
ing apparatus.  The double-contact 
tuning coil and the high resistance poten-
tiometer are used with both silicon and 
liquid detectors.  The special oscillation 
transformer with variable primary and 
secondary is used only with the silicon 
detector. 
The transmitting apparatus shown 

at the right consists of a one-inch coil 
and a two-inch coil connected together, 
a pole changing switch for reversing 
the polarity of the secondary terminals, 
a spark gap (inclosed in a small glass 
box), a glass plate condenser, a send-
ing transformer or "tuner," and a 
Morse key. 
The aerial wires come in at window 

casing to the knife switches there 
shown, and are thence carried to the 
middle pole of the single pole, double 
throw knife switch at the right of the 
Morse key. 
The sending transformer consists of 

a primary of twelve turn: of No. 10 
wire and a secondary of forty-five 
turns of No. 14 wire. These are made 
adjustable by means of sliding con-
tacts.  The condenser is made up of 
forty sheets of tin foil 4x5 inches be-
tween glass plates 6 1/2x8 1/2 inches, 
and is made adjustable by means of 
the protruding foil ends. 
Tht writer has experimented in wire-

less telephony to some extent.  The 

transmitter is shown in the photo-
graph, on an arm extending over the 
desk. 
The set above described has given 

the writer absolute satisfaction, not 
only by its quality as a long distance 
receiving outfit, but by its absolute 
reliability as a means of local corn-
muncation. 

CARL L. HARTSHORN. 
W. Somerville, Mass. 
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"TiCuirk-11(ttark,9" 
Electrical Stars 
By M. G. HUGO. 

It is surprising to find that almost 
every other amateur or experimenter 
never saw or heard of the wonders of 
a revolving Geissler tube, producing the 
marvelous electrical stars, although he 
has in his possession all the apparatus 
needed to produce them. 

Fig. 1 

The majority of our readers are well 
acquainted with the Geissler tube, but to 
most of them, possibly, the thought 
never occurred to revolve a tube at high 
speed while in operation.  At first 
thought we would be led to believe that 
a revolving tube would not look any dif-
ferent than one at rest, which is possibly 
the reason that very tew try the ex-
periment, but let them "discover" it and 
they will sit for hours in front of a si-
lently revolving tube, watching the ever-
changing stars. 
When a tube is made to revolve at 

high speed and the vibrator of the spark 
coil works very fast, we see a luminous 
circle of various colors, depending of 
course on the natural colors of the tube. 
As the tube is revolving too fast, the eye 
cannot follow it, and the consequence is 
that the colors "mix" or mingle, produc-
ing new colors and new effects. This 
is especially true of the Geissler tube 
containing fluorescent liquids. 
If we now screw the coil vibrator 

back (slowing down its speed) we will at 
a certain point find that we have a seem-

ingly slow revolving star which may 
have 8 to 16 corners. If the speed of 
the vibrator is reduced still further, we 
can get a 4 or 8 cornered star which is 
"standing still" despite the fact that the 
tube is revolving at high speed.  .The 
strangest part, however, is that some-
times while we look on the direction of 
the star is reversed, revolving in the op-
posite direction of that of the motor. 
To understand how this is brought 

about, we have to remember that the 
current of a spark coil passing through 
the tube is not continuous, but is inter-
rupted all the time by the interruptions 
of the vibrator.  While the tube is at 
rest we fail to observe these interrup-
tions, as they are too fast for our eye to 
follow. It is the same with an electric 
bell; the clapper of same is striking so 
fast that our ear cannot hear each 
stroke, and a continuous sound is the re-
sult. 
In the rotating tube we are made to 

see the interruptions, as if for instance 
four interruptions occur while the tube 
has turned around once, we must of 
course see four tubes at practically the 

Fig. 2 

same time. Therefore, if there are four 
interruptions to one revolution we see 
an 8-cornered star (each tube having two 
ends).  If we have eight interruptions 
we shall see a 16-cornered star, and so 
on. 
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If the interruptions of the vibrator per 
second are less fast than the revolutions 
of the tube per second, the star will ob-
viously turn backward. 
If the speed of the tube and that of 

the vibrator is the same the star will 
stand still (Fig. 1).  Fig. 2 shows the 
tube as it appears under very fast vibra-
tions. The photographs, however, can-
not do the tubes justice, as we cannot 
take an instantaneous photographh on 
account of the weakness of the light of 
the tube. 
As for the apparatus to revolve the 

tube, an ordinary small battery motor, 
raised, so that the tube does not touch 
the table, is, used (Fig. 3). 
The axle of the armature should be 

lengthened to allow a rubber disc 0 of 

Fig. 3 

about one inch diameter to be fastened 
on same. This disc has a groove around 
its circumference so that a copper wire 
can be laid in it. A brass strip B is 
made to rest against the rubber disc so 
that it keeps contact with the copper 
wire while the armature revolves the 
disc. 
A hard rubber tube H is also forced 

on the axle, and two brass rods R and 
R' are fastened by means of shellac in 
the tube. It is important that the rods 
fit tight. R goes all the way through 
the tube to touch the axle. R' does not 
reach the axle and should be about 1/2 
inch away from same. A thin wire from 
R' goes to the rubber disc and is fast-
ened to the copper wire in the groove. 

(Continued on Page 218) 

WIRELESS REGISTRY. 
This Department has been started with the 

idea to bring the wireless amateur in closer 
touch with commercial land and ship stations. 
Each month a list of new members will be 
printed here and once each year an official 
BLUE BOOK will be issued by MODERN 
ELECTRICS, giving a list of all the mem-
bers who registered during the year.  Each 
member will receive the Official Blue Book 
free of charge. The Blue Book will also con-
tain a complete list of commercial and govern-
ment stations, their call letters, wave length, 
etc. 
To register a station requires: Total length 

of aerial (from top to spark balls), spark 
length, call letter (if none is in existence 
M. E. will appoint one), name and address 
of owner. 
Fee for Registry (including one Blue Book) 

25 cents. 
For other particulars see June issue of this 

magazine. 

NAME AND ADDRESS OF 

O WNER. 

Eg .1§:1 

Cromwell Gibbons, Jr., 
Jacksonville, Fla.  C.R.  72  1  ins. 

E. B. Peters, 
Providence. R. I.,  B.P.  160 

Louis Bonsib, 
Vincennes, Ind.  X.L.  120  3  " 

Philip Wood, 
Arlington, Mass.  P.W.  210  1 " 

Dr. Carroll H. Frink, 
Fernandina, Fla.  C.P.  104  12  " 

Don G. Burnside. 
Pt. Pleasant, W. Va., P.P.  80  2 

1  " 

Jimmy has the wireless craze.  Also 
he is blessed with an older sister. Con-
sequently does errands for her.  Sister 
has beautiful wavy hair.  Needs lots of 
ribbons. 
"Jimmy, go out and get me three yards 

of black ribbon.  Get it in one length." 
Jimmy goes.  On the way he figures 

out how high his antenna should be. 
Conversation overheard at the notion 

store: 
"I want three yards of black wave-

length." 
"Excuse me; what is it, please?" 
"Three lengths of black waves!" 
"Beg pardon?" 
"Three black wavelengths!" 
“? ? 

"Oh, hang it. I mean three wave-
lengths of black ribbon!" 
"Sorry, but we don't keep it." 
"Well, I guess I better go back and 

have her write it down for me."—"FiPs." 
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iCahuratoru Tuntr,gt 
FIRST PRIZE THREE DOLLARS. 

This photograph is of my laboratory 
which I use in connection with my 
electrical and wireless experiments. 
Most of the chemicals I have re-

fined myself from crude materials, us-
ing apparatus such as retorts, flasks, 

tubes and crucibles, which I obtained 
from supply houses. 
At the bottom of the picture is seen 

my electric furnace made of fire brick 
with electrodes of 3/4 inch cored car-
bons.  I have already made emeralds 
in this furnace, using from 8 to 10 am-
peres and about 90 volts pressure, 
which gives a heat of about 4,000 de-
grees Celsius. 
By removing the top of the furnace 

and placing Kryptol in the lower re-
ceptacle I can get heat enough to 
make alloys in crucibles or ladles held 
above it. I also use this method of 
heating for lighter work, such as rapid 
evaporation, boiling flasks and heating 
porcelain crucibles. 
In the chemical laboratory I have 

about 18 elements, some of them rather 
rare around here—such as platinum, 
tantalum, antimony, tungsten and ura-
nium. 
Besides this, I have the use of a 

blow-pipe outfit, and frequently use it 
in determining the kind and quality of 
rocks and minerals that I run across. 
I occasionally make a qualitative or 

quantitative analysis.  I have made 
several delicate tests for arsenic in this 
laboratory, and as I always use chemi-
cally pure materials, I generally get 
good results. 

DON G. BURNSIDE. 
Point Pleasant, W. Va. 

HONORABLE MENTION. 
The enclosed photograph shows my 

laboratory and equipment.  On the 
bench are numerous electrical instru-
ments, many of which were made by 
myself. The switchboard directly be-
hind the bench contains the switches 
for controlling the current from three 
storage batteries for a one-inch induc-
tion coil, also controlling the current 
of fifteen dry cells. A fourteen-notch 
controller distributes this current to 
binding posts throughout the shop. 
On the bench are placed the tuners, 

a microphone with which I can hear 
with a telephone receiver the buzzing 
noise by merely moving anything near 
the transmitter. In the middle of the 
bench is a Wehnelt interrupter which, 
with a water resistance in series with 
a 110-volt circuit is used with my wire-
less transmitter. A voltmeter and am-
meter are placed so that the strength 
of the current can easily be ascertained. 

A telegraph sounder relay and lightning 
arrester is used, as the line runs two 
blocks to a friend's; also a tangent gal-
vanometer which is very delicate. 

Other Instruments. 
Two small induction coils, rheostat 

for iio volts, a pole changer for a 1/4 
horse power motor, bell which rings 
when a wire is crossed or grounded in 
the shop, a 10-volt dynamo run by 
hand power, a small electric light 
switch board for lighting the labora-
tory at night, and a pole finder; these 
instruments are occasionally used. 
My age is 15 years. 

EARL HANSON. 
Garden City, Long Island, N. Y. 
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HONORABLE MENTION. 

Inclosed you will find a picture of my 
electrical apparatus.  At the left is a 
1/4-inch spark coil and at the right are 
three motors, a volt meter, and two bat-

teries.  In the middle of the table is a 
rheostat, lights and switches. 
I live in an apartment house where I 

cannot erect a pole, so I cannot have a 
wireless telegraph. I get MODERN ELEC-
TRICS every month and I think it is a fine 
magazine for any boy that is interest-
ed in electricity 

ARLAND R. CRAPO. 
New York, N. Y. 

WIRELESS  TALK  OVER  310 
MILES. 

Paris.—Naval Lieutenants Colin, Je-
ance, and Mercier, the inventors of a 
wireless telephone apparatus which re-
cent tests have shown to be superior to 
anything existing, achieved remarkable 
success with their new instruments 
communicating  with  the  wireless 
station at Raz de Sein, Department of 
Finistere, a distance of about 310 miles. 
The transmitted words were somewhat 
faint, but could be plainly distinguished, 
and the officers are confident that they 
can make great improvements in the ap-
paratus, which has been the result of only 
four months' experimentation, enabling 
the exchange of conversation up to 600 
or 700 miles. 
Lieut. Colin, the chief inventor, is a 

well-known wireless expert, having in-
stalled the wireless station in the Eiffel 
Tower, which is one of the most efficient 
in the world. 

Ebitortal Column. 
Ugh! I must say I am pleased.  In 

fact, I am so pleased with myself that 
my head commences to get turned, 
especially when the boss catches my 
ear and drags me in his office, because 
he says I write insulting articles. 
However, I am pleased. I received 

no less than eight—count 'ern—eight 
letters from admiring friends, and one 
—oh, la! la!—from a "she." Only she 
forgot to give her street address. 
Bashfulness.—But it's really nice to 
see that you are appreciated, it warms 
one up and "spurs you to higher 
ideals" as the boss says. 
I hate to criticize other men's arti-

cles and their work, but for a whole 
month I have been waiting to hear 
that Spring Hill College would be 
blown up, down in Mobile, Ala.  I ask 
Rev. P. J. Phillipe, S. J. (See July 
number, page 116) what in earth he 
wants to do with that murderous can-
non in front of his wireless set. Does 
he want to blow it up, or is it merely 
a scare crow? 
Furthermore, I demand that those 

awful blinkers be  taken  off  that 
poor Frenchy's head (page 128, July 
issue). What has he done to be com-
pelled to wear a horse headgear? 
The other day I asked the boss a 

discreet question. I said, says I: "Do 
you ever look into the future?"  He 
was a bit surprised, but said: "Oh, I 
guess I do; why?" "Well," says I, 
"now that the weather is hot, it doesn't 
matter, but suppose around October 
or November, won't she get cold?" 
"Who?" he roared. I said quite slow-
ly, says I, holding back a little: "The 
lady on the front cover of the maga-
zine. Won't she freeze on the news-
stands?  Hadn't we better buy her a 
new —" 
At this point a sudden thunderstorm 

blew up and the air got blue around 
us.  I thought I had better go home, 
and as it was near closing time, I left 
somewhat  hurriedly,  however,  not 
without first bumping against the 
young lady stenographers and some 
other kind hearted people who applied 
some more speed to me, seeing I was 
in a hurry.  In fact, I made my exit 
on both hands and feet because it was 
a good deal easier.  Besides, our an-
cestors walked the same way. 
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Electrical Patents for the Month 
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Copy of any of the above Patents will be mailed on receipt of 10 cents. 
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- 
An Oscillation Responder 

BY JOHN L. HOGAN, JR.* 

A second gas detector, which at its best 
is even more sensitive than the Flame 
detector before described, but which has 
as great practical difficulties to overcome, 
forms an interesting subject for test and 
discussion. The same principle, that of 
shattering a column of conducting gas by 
a received impulse, applies in both the 
present and the flame detectors, but in 
the arc form the gases are at a higher 
temperature, and therefore the ionization 
is more intense and the detector more 
sensitive to slight changes. 
This type of oscillation responsive de-

vice is very simple—the entire outfit is 
composed of merely a pair of telephones, 
a carbon arc and a platinum electrode. 
These are usually grouped and connected 
as shown in Fig. 1.  The arc length 
should be adjustable and the platinum 
"leak" terminal should be so arranged 
that it may be inserted at any point in the 
arc flame. The arc must be formed be-
tween cored carbons, and should be op-
erated on storage cells, as the variations 
of commercial lighting or power currents 
would cause so much noise in the tele-
phones that no "wireless" signals could 
be read. Even with these precautions the 

A 

1.1. L 

hissing will be considerable, and this is 
why the  detector is not useful, as it 
stands, in practical telegraphy. 
It is customary to connect one tele-

phone lead direct to the leak electrode, 
and the other to the arc's positive termi-
nal. In this way, because of the drop of 
potential between positive and leak ter-
minals in the arc, the telephones will car-
ry a current which varies as conditions in 
the arc are varied. If now the "oscilla-
tion leads" of a receiving tuning system 
*A flame detector was described by Mr. Hogan in the 

June issue.—Editor. 

are connected across the telephones, any 
electrical impulses which they carry from 
the antenna and ground will cause varia-
tions in the arc, and as suell will register 
the usual sounds in the telephones. 

The ordinary method of connection is 
given in Fig. 1. This may be widely va-
ried, however, and many interesting re-
sults observed. It is sometimes advanta-
geous to place a source of E. M. F. (that 
is, a battery) in the telephone circuit— 
this in some cases should oppose the leak 
current, and in others assist it. At times 
a series resistance will be found useful, 
and it is always advisable to provide 
means for varying the applied voltage. 
The oscillation leads may be connected 
across the entire arc, or one of them may 
be in the form of a platinum electrode 
similar to that of the telephone circuit. 
Or the oscillations may be superposed 
upon the arc inductively, as is shown in 
Fig. 2. Other changes will suggest them-
selves and should be carefully followed 
to their finalities. If the receiver's great-
est defect (excessive noises in the tele-
phones) be kept in mind when mapping 
out new experiments, it is possible that 
it might be remedied, and thus the de-
tector made actually valuable.  In any 
event, time spent in testing and in careful 
observation will be by no means lost— 
and there is always the fascinating pos-
sibility of deducing "something new." 

A green wrapper means your sub-
scription has expired: order at once 
to keep your file complete. Do it NO W. 
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)RACI E 

Queries and questions pertaining to the electrical arts addressed to this department will be t 
published free of charge.  Only answers to inquiries of general interest will be published here for It: 
the benefit of all readers.  Common questions will be promptly answered by mail. 

On account of the large amount of inquiries received, it may not be possible to print all the 
answers in any one issue, as each has to take its turn.  Correspondents should bear this in t 
mind when writing, as all questions will be answered either by mail or in this department. 

If a quick reply is wanted by mail, a charge of 15 cents is made for each question.  Special 9  
information  requiring a large amount of calculation and labor cannot be furnished without 
remuneration.  Tun ORACLE has no fixed rate for such work, but will inform the correspondent 
promptly as to the charges involved. 

Name and address must always be given in all letters.  When writing only one side of t 
question sheet must be used; not more than three questions answered at one time.  No attention 
paid to letters not observing above rules. 

It you want anything electrical and don't know where to get it. THE ORACLR will give you 
such information free. 

4 -?"N 4--A IP-'rl. d-'?1. 4--7!,.4P-'-A. 4- A411---,S.;41'f!. d--Agie-A 4--A4F-7'k  49-'4.41,-?1,411-A411---71,411-7,.. 4374, 

TUNING QUERIES. 
(64)  DOUGLAS CHAPMAN, L.  I.,  N  Y., 

asks: 

1. — How is the wave length  of an aerial 
or tuning coil reckoned? 
A.  r. —This has been fully explained in 

an Ediotrial in the July issue. 
2. —Is large  wire better than small wire 

for a tuning coil? 

A. 2. —It all depends.  For sending, the 
tuning coil  must  have very  heavy wire; 
for receiving, thin wire, No. 20, is  used. 

3. — How could  one  station with  a 500 
foot aerial call up a station with a 300 foot 

aerial? 

A.  3. —A  station  with  300  feet  aerial 
should have a tuning coil  to make up for 

the 2oo ft. shortage.  If the two stations 
have not 500 feet of aerial, one could not 
call up the other unless by "forced osci:la-
tions." 

WIRELESS CODES. 
(65.) E uorr SMITH, N. J., asks: 
r. —Is the  M orse code used exclusively 

in the U. S. by wireless co mpanies? 

A.  I. —The  Continental  code  is  used 
mostly,  as the  signals  can  be  made  out 
better  for  wireless  telegraphy  than  the 
M orse. 

2. —Are the M orse and Continental codes 
the only ones used in wireless? 
A. 2. —Any code may be used; such codes 

are usually called secret codes. 

3. —Kindly advise a way that an amateur 

can tell what code a station is using with-
out losing part of the message. 
A. 3. —There is no way to tell unless you 

know the code in which that particular sta-
tion is sending.  If so meone is talking to 
you in a language which is foreign to you, 
you  can not understand hi m.  Substitute 

code for language, and the  results will be 
the sa me. 

TWO INCH SPARK COIL.. 
(66.) CHARLES SCHMIDT, N. J., asks: 
z.—I am going to make a coil di mensions 

of which are as follows: Length of core, 
7/2 inches; dia meter of  core,  15-16 inch; 
size of pri mary wire is No. 14 D. C. C., 12 
ounces, and secondary wire is No. 36 D. C. 

C., 2%2 pounds.  W hat spark will it give? 
A. I.—This will give you a 2 inch spark. 
2. — What size wire is sa mple enclosed? 

A. 2. —No. 13 iron wire. 

3. — What spark coil is required to trans-
mit 9 miles? 

A. 3. — With good instru ments at the re-
ceiving end a 2 inch coil might do. 

4 — What is the voltage of a dry battery? 

A. 4. -1.5 when ne w;  usually about  1.4 
volts. 

5. —Can dry sulphate of copper, sala mon-

iac salt be used for wireless? 

A.  5.—We doubt  very  much  if  such 
che micals would be  practicable for wire-

less, at least not with any existing detector. 

SEARCH LIGHT GLASS. 
(67.) S. T. RUSNACK, Ill., writes: 
r. — Ho w should I improve my wireless 

so that I can co m municate within roo  or 
ISO miles; also receive  messages? 
A. I. —You will have to tell us what in-

stru ments you have in use, as without such 
infor mation we could only be guessing. 

2. — What is the reason the front glass on 
a searchlight is cut into sections? 

A. 2. —As one plain piece of glass, if used, 
would easily break in transportation or in 
moving it around, small pieces of glass are 

used,  sa me having ground edges, and  as 
each piece can move around, the chance 
of breakage is reduced greatly. 

3. —Could acetylene gas be used to run a 
small gas engine the same as gas? 
A. 3.—No. 
4.—Mv storage battery registers 4 volts 

and 8 amperes.  It is co mposed of 4 plates, 
2 plates to a cell.  Ho w must I figure to 
find out ho w many ampere hours each cell 
has? 

A. 4. —You do not give size of your plates, 
without which we can not give you the de-
sired infor mation. 
5. —Supposing of  a 12 inch coil the pri-

mary winding consists of Aro inch double 
covered silk square wire, and the secondary 
has  12 pounds  No. 36 silk covered wire. 

Could I make a coil for a 6 inch spark of 
one half of the above mentioned wire? 

A. 5. — No; you would hardly get more 
than about 4 -41A  inches. 

—  
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TUNING COIL. 
(68.)  ROBERT F. ADAMS, Texas, asks: 
1.-How should the tuning coil described 

in the June issue of MODERN ELEC-
TRICS be connected to be used with an 
electro-lytic detector? 
A. I.-The same connections are made as 

per diagram onp age coo of the June issue. 
2.- Why are binding posts used at both 

ends of the brass rods on which the sliders 
move, on above coil? 
A. 2.-If you. consult the diagram on 

page 90 of the June issue, you will find a 
connection in punctuated lines B; this is 
the second connection. 
3.-About how many miles can one re-

ceive messages by using an electro-lytic 
detector on a tuned circuit, and a 60 foot 
aerial? 
A. 3.-Providing the sending station is 

strong enough,  and has a tuner, there 
should be no trouble to receive as far as 
400-500 miles. 

GAS ENGINE TRANSMITTER. 
(69.) MAGEE ADAMS, Ohio, asks: 
1.-Please explain the theory of tuning a 

receiving station. 
A. 1.-This has been fully explained in an 

Editorial in the July issue. 
2.-If a gasoline engine using a make 

and break spark for ignition is operated 
near a filings coherer, will the sparking of 
the engine affect the coherer enough to 
work the relay? 
A. 2.-If your coherer is sensitive enough 

it will certainly operate. Even an electrical 
bell operated near the aerial will some-
times operate the instrument. 
3.-Please describe the construction of 

the exciter and anchor gap as used in the 
two-mile set described in the July issue, 
as I cannot understand their operation or 
construction from the description there 
given.  Also give their advantage, if any, 
over the ordinary spark gap. 
A. 3.-This has been explained in query 

No. 59 of the "Oracle."  The anchor gap 
has nothing to dt with the regular spark 
gap. 
4-Please describe the instruments neces-

sary to tune a sending station using Leyden 
jars connected in the secondary circuit. 
A. 4.-Tuning coil and variable condens-

ers are practically all you need. 
5.-Do trolley flashes and static dis-

charges affect a filings coherer much? 
A. 5.-If close to the aerial, they will 

affect same. 
MOTOR RUN AS DYNAMO. 

(70.) Jos. KoTcliss, Ill., writes: 
have a tio-V. direct current % h. p. 

motor and run it at the rate of 1400 r. p. 
m., and no current is obtained, no matter 
in what direction I run it.  How can I 
change it to a zio-V. dynamo? 
A. T.-The field of your motor, if run as 

a dynamo, needs exciting. A few dry cells 
connected to the field will excite same, 
and will start the  dynamo.  You also 
should turn the brushes in the opposite di-
rection. 
2.-How can I charge a  pt. Leyden 

jar with a IA inch E. I. Co. spark coil? 
A. 2.-This has been explained in the 

July issue of MODERN ELECTRICS, on 
page 144. 
3.- What spark will the coil give, the core 

being ;,,gx8 inches long, 45 feet of No. IS 
S. C. C. magnet wire for the primary, and 
1% pounds of No. 34 or 36? 
A. 3.-About ;,.4-r inch. 

WEHNELT INTERRUPTER. 
(7I.) W ALDO E. BEMIS, Cal., asks: 
1.-Can either of the sizes of iron wire 

inclosed be used for a tuning coil 2 I/m[8x 
8 1-2 inches with about 4 sliders and in-
closed in a wooden box, such as are used 
on commercial stations? If so, which size 
would be best? 
A. I.- Wire enclosed is iron wire No. 28 

and No. 19 S. W. G. You can not use iron 
wire with a tuning coil.  You should use 
nothing but copper wire.  Use No. 20. 
2.-Can a water rheostat be used as a 

tuning coil? 
A. 2.-You  seem  to misunderstand the 

philosophy of a tuning coil.  It is noth-
ing but a piece of wire coiled on a spool, 
and serves for the purpose of either length-
ening or shortening the aerial.  Consult 
editorial in the July issue. 
3.-Is carborundum used the same as 

silicon in a detector? 
A. 3.-Yes. 
4- Would an interrupter like the en-

closed diagram work, and if not, why? 

..•••• 
• 

A. 4.-The sketch which we reproduce 
herewith represents a Wehnelt interrupter. 
However, you can not use same with less 
than 24 volts, either direct, or alternating 
current.  By pushing the platinum wire 
more or less into the electrolyte, more or 
less current will flow through the coil. 
5.-About what is the voltage and am-

perage of the secondary circuit of an E. 
I. Co. 1-inch coil used with 2 Wehnelt in-
terrupters? 
A. 5.- We can only guess at this, as all 

depends how much current flows through 
the two Wehnelt interrupters.  It might 
reach to,000-I i,000 volts. 

IDEAL BATTERY. 
(72.) W ESLEY E. PIERRE, N. Y., asks: 
z.- What is the highest voltage an E. I. 

Co.'s I-inch spark coil can be run on with-
out injury? 
A. L-8 volts. 
2.- What would be the cost of the "Ideal 

Battery" mentioned in the August number, 
per cell? 
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A. 2.-The cost of the material alone 
would be about $1-$1.25. However, the bat-
tery could be made smaller than dimen-
sions given in the August issue. 

WIRELESS QUERIES. 
(73.) CLARENcE H. PFEIFER, N. J., writes: 
1.-If the aerial of a wireless outfit, using 

a one-inch coil, was equipped with ordi-
nary porcelain insulators, would there be 
any leakage? 
A. i.-In dry weather there would not 

be any leakage, but during tainy weather 
the porcelain insulators might probably 
leak, if of very small type. 
2.-Is zinc better than brass for a spark 

gap? 
A. 2.-Yes, zinc seems to have some bet-

ter properties than brass, and is now fre-
quently used in wireless stations. 
3.-Can the "Electro"-lytic detector re-

ceive messages without an aerial? 
A. 3.-Yes, for short distances. 
4.- What is the size of the sample of 

wire and is it good for the secondary of a 
wireless coil? 
A. 4.- Wire which you enclose is No. 28 

S. W. G. bare copper wire.  This is quite 
heavy for spark coils, but you might try 
it. However, we would not recommend to 
use it bare.  Use double cotton covered 
wire. 

COIL QUERIES. 
(74) CHAS, FARNHAM, Oregon, asks: 
I.-I have a primary coil 7 1/2 inches long 

and 2 inches in diameter, with t-inch iron 
wire core wrapped with same wire as sam-
ple inclosed.  Please tell me what size it is. 
What size of wire should I use for sec-
ondary, how many feet, about the cost of 
same, and about what the length of spark? 
A. I.- Wire which you enclose is No. 14 

S. W. G.  By using 2 1/2 lbs. of No. 36 
wire in the secondary you should be able 
to get a 2-inch spark from your coil. About 
tz volts are needed to get this spark.  Price 
of this wire is about $2.12 per lb. 
2.-Please explain in next issue the prin-

ciple on which a tuning coil works. 
A. 2.-This has been explained several 

times, but in short, it might be explained 
thus:  A tuning coil is nothing but a piece 
of insulated copper wire, wound on a spool, 
and connected in series with the antenna. 
By cutting in more or less wire, the an-
tenna will be lengthened or shortened. To 
receive, the antenna should be theoretically 
just as high as the one of the sending sta-
tion.  The tuning coil serves the purpose 
to adapt itself to any aerial, merely by 
cutting in or cutting out wire. 
3.-Please print an article telling how to 

make a tuning coil for the sending instru-
ments. 
A. 3.-You will find it in this issue. 

TUNED CIRCUITS. 
(75.) GEO. I. HENDERSON. Ill., asks: 
i.-Please give me dimensions of pri-

mary, core and secondary, number of sec-
tions and size of wire for both primary and 
secondary for a transformer to work on 
ITO volts 6o cycle alternating current or 
house current, and to transmit messages a 
distance of 15 miles. 
A. I.-I1 is impossible to give you all 

the data you ask for in this column, besides 

we doubt very much that you could make 
such a transformer yourself. 
2.-How far should the spark gap be 

apart to transmit this far? 
A. 2.-About 1/4 inch. 
3.-Should I use a glass plate condenser 

across the secondary terminals? 
A. 3.-If in a tuned circuit, yes. 
4.-How high must the aerials be to 

transmit above distance, using a silicon de-
tector on the receiving circuit and using 
standard tuned circuit diagrams of the 
Fessenden system? 
A. 4.-About 50 to 6o feet. 

2-INCH SPARK COIL. 
(76.) RALPH NIENHAUSEN, Minn., writes: 
I have a primary six inches long with 3 

turns of No. 15 wire.  Would like to know 
how many pounds of wire I should use for 
the secondary to get a good 2-inch spark? 
A. -About 3 lbs. No. 36 wire. 
TWELVE-INCH SPARK COIL. 

(77.) ARTHUR E. LUND, Kansas, writes: 
t.-In constructing a 12-inch spark coil, 

how many sheets of paraffined paper should 
I use between each section of the second-
ary, there being 200 sections? 
A. 1.- We do not suggest to use paraf-

fined paper on such a large soil, and would 
advise you to use hard rubber discs 1-32 
inch thick.  One disc should be .used be-
tween each section, or at least between 
each second or third section. 
2.-In wireless telegraphy, is the poten-

tiometer needed when a tuning coil is used? 
A. 2.-A potentiometer has nothing to do 

with the tuning coil, and has nothing in 
common with same.  The potentiometer is 
only intended to regulate the current of 
the battery.  A potentiometer is nothing 
but a rheostat connected in a different way, 
in shunt with the battery.  See August is-
sue. 
3.-In  building  the  above  12-inch  coil, 

how many layers should tilt primary be 
wound with? 
A. 3.-Two layers of No. to B. & S. wire. 
4.- Would a Leyden jar connected across 

the spark gap of a coi: increase the spark 
length? 
A. 4.-No, it would cut the spark lengtk 

down, but you would get a much heavier 
spark, which is more suitable for wireless 
work. 
5.-Can you please give a description and 

illustration of the Allstrom relay? 
A. 5.-This has been described in the May 

issue, on page 65 
RESISTANCE OF WIRE. 

(78.) ORVILLE HILLS, Missouri. asks: 
I.- What is size of wire of which sample is 

enclosed? 
A. I.-No. 34, single silk covered copper 

wire. 
2.-How many feet of same wire will it take 

to make a resistance of ten ohms? 
A. 2.-38 feet. 
3.-About how much will the silicon for the 

silicon detector cost, and where can you buy 
it? 
A. 3.-The Electro Importing Co., of New 

York, sells enough silicon for one detector for 
25 cents. 
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CLASSIFIED A DVERTISE MENTS. . 

f•L?2Advertisements in  this  colu mn 2 
cents a word, no display of any kind. 
Payable in advance, stamps not accepted. 
Count 7 words per line.  Minimu m, 2 
lines.  Heavy face type 4 cents a word. 
Minimum, 3 lines. 

Advertisements under " Wireless 
5 cents a word.  Mini mum,  4 lines. 
Wireless books and blueprints not listed 
under " Wireless " 2 cents a word. 

Advertisements for the October issue must 
he in our hand. by Sept, 23. 

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS. 

STUDY ELECTRICITY AT HOME--A complete 
electrical course at home, containing 30-page detail 
book,  220-page  text-book,  200  experiments  and 
over 100 preces of apparatus.  Price, complete, only 
$5.60.  Catalogue "M. B. 8." explains this and 
other remarkable offers.  Thomas M. St. John, 848 
Ninth Ave., New York. 

When writing please  mention "Modern Electries." 

ELECTRIC  LIGHT OUTFITS, including bat-
teries, switch, 2 c. p. lamp and receptacle, 20 feet of 
wire, all for $1.00.  Electric bell outfits, $1.00 and 
upwards.  Brown Electric Co., 31 Rutland at., Do-
ver, N. H. 

When writing please mention "Modern Electric.." 

BOYS send your address for free "First Lesson 
on Electricity" to Richard Teichmann, 85 Water at., 
Brooklyn, N. Y.  No stamps required. 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics." 

MODEL STEAM ENGINES.  Vertical, improved 
Webster type, high speed, double action model steam 
engines and boilers.  These little engines and boi-
lers make ideal  power plants for running small 
dynamos, model boats, lathes, etc.  They are well 
designed and finely enameled and polished.  Every 
amateur electrician or mechanic who has a small 
dynamo should have one of these fine little engines. 
1-20 h. p. engine, 3-4 inch bore, 1 inch stroke, M.50; 
brass boiler. $3.00; 1-12 h. p. engine, 1 inch bore, 
1 1-4 inch stroke, $4.50; brass boiler, 24.00; 1-6 h. p. 
engine, 1 1-4 inch bore, 1 3-4 inch stroke, 86.50; brass 
boiler, $5.00.  Above prices are for finished engines, 
ready to run.  No catalogue published.  No castings 
sold.  D. L. Jones, 3213 East 12th at, Kansas City, 
Mo. 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics." 

ELECTRICAL BOOKS, BLUEPRINTS, ETC. 

WIRELESS CODES. Send loador blue print 
showing Morse, Continental and Navy Codes. 
A. C. Austin, Jr.. Hasbrouck Heights, N. J. 

When writing please mention "Modern Blectrics." 

WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS. Tuned circuits 
are necessary for the successful operation of wire-
less stations.  Our set of ten blue prints of tuned 
transmitting and receiving stations, 2.5 cents.  Blue-
prints for construction of electrolytic detector, 15 
cents.  Range with tuned circuit, over 500 miles. 
Imperial Wireless Co., 230 S. Pacific ave., Pitts-
burg, Pa. 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics." 

PHOTOGRAPHS. wanted of amateurs' laborato-
ries, apparatus, etc., for publication in electrical 
magazine, with short description.  Prices vary ac-
cording to quality.  Sample copy of magazine to 
every address.  Payment made on publication.  Box 
117, Byhalia, Miss. 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics." 

WIRELESS APPARATUS. 

WIRELESS DETECTOR.  This is the detector 
for  amateurs;  compact,  efficient,  and easily  ad-
justed.  Price, postpaid. $1.00.  We also handle a 
complete line of wireless supplies.  Circular on re-
quest.  Address, Vulcan Detector Co., Box 50, Mt. 
Vernon, N. Y.  (oc.) 

When writing please mention "Modern Eleetries." 

WIRELESS.  Instructions and diagrams for con-
structing carborundum and silicon and electrolytic 
detectors, 35 cents each.  Large piece carborundum, 
10 cents.  Large piece silicon, 25 cents.  Blue print 
showing Morse continental and Navy codes, 15 cents 
each.  Blue prints of Marconi, Telefunken, Stone, 
Massie, Deforest wireless systems, 20 cents each. 
Wireless Detector Co., Los Angeles, Cal. 

When writing please mention "Modern Electric.." 

WIRELESS TELEGRAPH OUTFITS and wireless 
supplies for amateurs.  If you live near St. Louis, 
write us, we can save you money on these goods. 
-̀;end 2-cent stamp for descriptive pamphlets.  Linze 
Electric Co., Olive Street, St. Louis Mo. 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics." 

FOR SALE, Wireless Detector parts, complete, 
ready to assemble, 15 cents.  Win. L. Little, An-
sonia, Conn. 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics." 

ELECTROLYTIC  DETECTOR of  an  entirely 
new design.  The new construction embodies three 
important  points,  rigidity,  extra  delicate  adjust-
ment, and extraordinary sensitiveness.  Price, 82.00. 
Send for photo and details to Harold P. Donle, 9 
Phillips at., Providence, R. I. 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics." 

WIRELESS TELEGRAPH EXPERIMENTERS. 
The efficiency of a telephone receiver is not in its 
high resistance, but in the number of turns of wire 
on its magnets.  High efficiency receivers are made 
to get the best results from your apparatua.  Each 
receiver is of the bipolar type, and has 9,000 turns 
of No. 40 wire on its magnets, with a resistance of 
1,500 ohms.  Compare this with other receivers hav-
ing only 2,000 turns of the same size wire, and a 
resistance of 1,000 ohms.  Furthermore, the price is 
reasonable.  One complete receiver, with headband 
and 6 feet cord lists at $5.00.  Double head receivers 
(18,000 turns of No. 40-3.000 ohms res.) complete 
with cord list at $8.00.  To Readers of "MODERN 
ELECTRICS" I will sell these receivers at MOO 
less than the price listed above, for the month of 
September only.  This is to introduce the high grade 
wireless telegraph tuned circuit apparatus that I 
handle, and this discount will only hold good for 
one month.  Better buy at once.  W. C. Getz, 645 
N. Fulton ave., Baltimore, Md. 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics." 

FOR SALE. —Induction coils, cheap; 1-2, 3-4 and 
1 inch spark.  G. D. H., 2827 Southport, Chicago. 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics." 

ATTENTION WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS! 
Fused silicon, piece large enough for one 

Detector, 20 cents; Pneu matic Rubber Ear 
Cushion, fits any telephone receiver and posi-
tively excludes all outside noise, each Mlle.; 
W ollaston Wire, 22e. per inch; Condensers 
for receiving stations, 40c.; Carbon Cups for 
Electrolytic Detector  20e,; Carbortindu m 
finest selected crystals.27.e. per ounce; Pirelli 
High Tension Rubber Cable. be, per foot. 
Send 2e. sta mp for 100-page Catalogue No. 4. 
ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., /46-2 West Broad-
way. New York City. 

When writing please mention **Modern Elect:Yes." 

FOR SALE. 

FOR  SALE.  Midget  Dynamo,  $3.00.  Divine 
Water Motor, $3.00.  Both nearly new.  F. L. Kraus, 
6 Genesee at., Auburn, N. Y. 

When writing please mention "Modern Eleetries." 

MOVING PICTI'RE MACHINE ( Fr e n h), 
finest precision, guaranteed in every respect. 
Everything but the lenses. Big electric. hand 
fed are la mp Generator (enclosed in metal 
square box) and gas apparatus goes with ma-
chine. Will sell for $20.00. Big bargain. 
Photo sent upon request. 

B. S., care of Modern Electric's Publication 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics." 

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE, in whole or in 
part, $50 electric railway; hardly used.  Also 'phones, 
telegraphs, supplies, etc.  Make an offer.  A. J. 
Clancy, 42 Main at., Canandaigua, N. Y. 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics." 
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When 

- A Go Ev EN UL TINyE. 

OUR NE W 

Flaming Pocket Lighter 
You will need it every day in the 

week. Not only used by every smoker, 
but it tab es place of matches to light the 
gas the stove, etc etc. Not electric— 

no batteries to wear out. A little deodorized alco-
hol is sufficient to operate the lighter for weeks. 
Sample Mailed tor gge.  Discount in 12 

lots or Gross lots. 
47 Vesey 

ALFRED WOLFF & CO. New York City 

writing please mention "Modern Electries." 

PATENTS 
Advice Free.  Rates Reasonable 
Highest References.  Best Services 

SEND FOR FREE BOOKS 

WATSON E. COLEMAN 
Patent Lawyer  Washington, D. C. 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics." 

TELE G R APHY TAU G HT 
in the shortest possible time. 

The Omnigraph Automatic Trans-
mitter combined with standard key 
and sounder.  Sends you telegraph 
messages at any speed just as an 
ex pert operator would. 5 styles 
$2 up; circular free. 

O molgraph Mfg. Co. 
3954 Cortlandt St.,  New YIN a 

When writing please mention "Modern Eleetrlee." 

OUR NE W CATALOO. 

Our new catalog, illustrating a wonderful 
collection of Toys from Germany, is now ready 
for distribution.  Send 2-cent stamp. 

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL 

J. J. DUCK, 432 St. Clair St., Toledo, Ohio 

When writing please mention "Modern Electries." 

Electric Power Motor 
Sa mple Prepaid 

for 35c. 
Agents Wanted 

EMPIRE ELECTRIC 
WORKS 

1063 BRIDGEPO RT, CON N 

When writing plea,e mention "Modern Electric...' 

PR INT INC If it's printed we do 
it—and do it well. 
No matter where 

you are located We Can Save You Money. 
Our work is clean, our services more than prompt, our 
prices reasonable  Catalogs, Circulars, Pamphlets 
a specialty.  Write us your requirements to-day. 
Schoen & Kellerman, 13 Vandewater St., New York City 

When writinL please mention "Modern Eleetrice." 

HO W  TO  MAKE  A Ixo-VOLT 
TRANSFORMER. 
BY R. C. HUTCHINGS. 

Secure a small tin can; a cocoa tin 
makes the neatest (Fig. 4). 
Punch five holes in the cover (Fig. 

1) ; the center hole is to admit a small 
bolt, such as are used in dry batteries. 
The magnet cores are made of soft 

iron rods 2 1-2 inches long and 1-4 inch 
in diameter, threaded at one end to ad-
mit a small 'machine screw; these are 
fastened together by a steel bar 2 
inches long, 1-4 inch wide, with three 
holes bored in it to admit the bolt and 
machine screws (Fig. 2).  This may 
be gotten very cheap at any machine 
or blacksmith shop. 
Cut four pieces of thick cardboard 

one inch in diameter with a quarter 
of an inch round hole in the center; 
these are fitted on the magnet cores at 
each end. 
Now cover the cores with two turns 

of note paper; then wind the magnets 
like common bell magnets with No. 
34 D. C. C. magnet wire. 
The magnets are then bolted to the 

can by means of the small bolt (Fig. 
2). 
Run the  wire  terminals  through 

the four holes in the can cover, insulat-
ing them with small guttapercha tub-
ing. 
For connections see Fig. 3. 
Now fill the can with crude oil, and 

immerse the magnets by fitting the 
cover on tight (Fig. 4). 
This device may be used on 110-

volt circuit for running battery motors, 
lighting miniature lamps, etc. 
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'49 
3 to 5 IL P. 

(BARE) GASOLINE MOTORS 

Guaranteed for one year. 

Our Free Catalog C12 is worth your having. 

Send 10 cents in stamps for our book " Ignition, 

Vaporization, Installation and Operation of a Motor." 

UNITED MFG. CO., Dept. Z,  Detroit, Mich. 

When writing please mention "Modern Electric,." 

 M ODEL AND   

EXPERI MENTAL W ORK 
IT We have been in the business since 

1884 and guarantee our work.  Ref-

erences from the biggest Universities 

and Schools.  Inventors' Models, Elec-

trical Experimental W ork,  Special 

Scientific Apparatus, etc., built to order. 

CHAS. E. DRESSIER & CO., Inc. 
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS 

147 East 23d Street,  New York City 
6' "Dressler makes it when all others give up." 

When writing please mention "Modern Electric's." 

Magnetic Co mpass 
This fine nickeled mag-

netic Compass is warranted 
to be accurate or Monty 
Back.  Will always point 
North.  2t in diam. 4 in. 
thick.  Now 25c 

By mail 30c 
Eiectro Importing Co., 86.Z. West Broadway, New York 

When writing plea se mention "Modern Eleetries." 

WIRELESS! 

Avlolfiiii rrsii.ti 

MI'll il 

SPNWIIB 

Attraethe Priil•s I 

AStr— Ft—are-6-411  

ProaptDeliveries  

Get our new Double 

Head Receivers, 75 Ohms 

each Phone.  Finest Head 

Receivers made for short 

- distances. 

-  Complete with cords, 

postpaid $2.20. 

Fletcher Stanley Co. 
36 Frankfort St., o New York 

j g  please mention "Modern Electrics." 

DAYLIGHT  AT  NIGHT 

The Beck-Iden Lamp 
This lamp is in appearance not 

unlike other artistic table lamps, 
but it is as different from ordinary 
lamps, as day from night it burns 
Self-generated Gas, regulated like 
City Gas, having more than twice 
the illuminating power of gas or 
electricity. The light is WHITE 
and very soft as easy to the eyes 
as daylight  There is no chimney, 
wick or mantle, no dirt, smoke. 
heat or smell. Nothing but a flood 
of light.  Burns at a cost of about 
one cent an hour.  Good Agents 
wanted.  Write for booklet 44 for 
full description to 

Acetylate Lamp Company 
50 University FL. New York City 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics." 

Electric Light Fixtures 
For Residence, Boat and Ca mping. 

We construct special designs to order.  We manufac-
ture all specialties of metal goods in quantities only. 
Write us your requirements. 
We issue no catalogue. 

Gothberg flanufacturing Co. 

112 Duane street,  New York City 

When writing please mention "Modern Electric,." 

S O M E T HI N G N E W 
Our Canoe and Bicycle Search 

Light is a wonder.  Throws a 
powerful beam of brilliant 
white light for a distance of 
too feet. Fits any bicycle, and 
can be attached to any vehicle. 
By means of screw in back focus 
can be adjusted.  The search 
light is movable to throw the 
beam in any direction wanted. 

Lamp is adjustable and finely nickelplated. 
Works with ordinary dry cells or small stor-
age battery. Comes with 2-4-6 volt Tantalum 
lamps using  ampere. 

PRICE, C0f1PLETE, El 50 BY MAIL 

Headquarters for scientific electrical goods. New apparatus made 
to order. Inventor's materials.  Models and experimental work. 

Manufacturers' and Inventors' Electric Co. 
82 NASSAU STREET, NE W YORK 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics." 
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A Sensational Novelty. 
Will Last a Lifeti me 

THE IMPROVED FLA MING 

.POCKET LIGHTEN. 

Patented iluly 9, low, and Sept. io, 1907 
nfringers cautioned. 

Every smoker wants it. Will light in windy weather. 
Better than matches. A little deodorized woad alco-
hol once in • while does the trick. Nothing to wear 
out. Sample mailed upon receipt of 55c. Special 
prices to dealers in dozen or gross lots. If you wish 
to make big money this summer write at once to 

The Auto li miter Co.. 19411 Irdway, N. Y. City 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics." 

Grobet Swiss Files 
And Other High-Grade Tools 

Are shown in our catalog. Send your name and address 
on postal and mention this paper and we will send free 

our catalog. 

MONTGOMERY A: CO.. 

103 Fulton Street,  New York City 

When writing please mention "Modern Electrics." 

SIMPLE TELEGRAPH LINE. 

A short 
which will 
up at any 

SWITCH 

open circuit telegraph line 
enable either station to call 
time, may be connected up 

SouNociR S OUNDER 

KEY  KEY 

5  — 

• 
SWITOfq 

ME. 

by following diagram, using common 
two-piece or combination telegraph 
sets and one extra switch for each sta-
tion. 
When not sending, keep key open 

and extra switch closed. 
When wishing to call up, open ex-

tra switch and work the key. 
After calling or being called keep 

extra switch open and use key, which 
will throw both batteries into play. 

Contributed by RAY NEWBY. 
San Jose, Cal. 

THE 
TRANS 

C 

NSTRUCTION  OF  A 
ITTING TUNING COIL. 
continued from Page 2113) 

about equal to fifty feet of wire, and 
by using this coil in various ways it is 
possible to add approximately 500 feet 
to your sending wave length. 
This coil may also be used for open 

circuit tuning, and, in fact, the wireless 
experimenter who builds this coil will 
find many different ways of tuning pos-
sible with same, and, provided the in-
ductance and capacity are properly bal-
anced, will also find that the distance 
he is capable of sending will be in-
creased from 50 to 100 per cent. 

Went out boating to sea. Storm. 50 
meters wet wavelength.  Receiving sta-
tion (the boat) put out of commission 
by forced "ossillations."  Stomach out 
of "tune" through long waves.  Boat 
and I "cohere" and "decohere" frequent-
ly.  Tapper not required.  Detector: 
steamship. Call letter: "Help." Aerial: 
Rope from steamship. Choke coil: Rope 
coiled around my neck.  Oscillations: 
"Dampened," or rather wet.  Ground: 
Thank, God, none, else I wouldn't write 
this !—"FiPs." 

ELECTRICAL STARS. 
(Continued from Page 207) 

S goes to a spring to make contact with 
the axle. The coil current is led to the 
posts of S and B, and will operate the 
tube. The remaining two binding posts 
belong to the motor proper, which re-
volves the tube. 
The high tension current from the coil 
flows thus: From S to axle, thence to 
R, passes the tube, goes to R', wire in 
rubber disc 0, brass strip B, back to 
coil. 
Two binding posts are made to slide 

on the rods to take larger or smaller 
tubes. 

A NOVEL METHOD TO CON-
NECT WIRES TOGETHER. 
When wires from No. 30 up have to 

be joined, try welding them in the flame 
of an alcohol lamp instead of soldering 
them. Hold the two bared ends of wire 
together in the flame until they melt, 
then push both ends together and with-
draw from the flame.  The joint will 
scarcely be noticed, and forms the best 
possible electrical connection. 

Contributed by J. M. WALSH. 
Scranton, Pa. 

• 


